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Introduction 
Photonic beamformers [ I ]  are candidates for inclusion within wideband UF systems [2] such as that of 
imaging radar, which need hue time delay. These ada r s  have increasingly stringent requirements as to their 
performance within the UF bandwidth. In receive, the feasibility of optical links are at present inherently 
limited by intermodulations caused by the modulator, the need for large dynamic range and the need to 
maintain linearity. There problems are difficult to solve with present technology. However, when dealing 
with a Transmitter (Tx) photonic beamformer, which provides TTD to a set of subarrays with either phase or 
timeshifters, and using LFM'wavefarmr, there exists mapping between a single instantaneous frequency for 
every instant oftime in the pulse. Therefore, the requirements of linearity and dynamic range are far less 
rigorous and the tansmi l  link cm work at high modulation indices (non-linear regime of the modulator), 
allowing high SI" and reasonably low loss-not an option in receive. The phase shifter in the subarray 
 allow^ a certain amount ofcalibration ofthe optical beamformers. Moreover, the progress in erbium 
amplifiers also greatly mitigates the problems afSI" and loss within the link. The following paper extends 
the analysis ofthe C W  link for a linear frequency modulated pulse (LFM). It examines the problems of loss, 
SIN and phase and amplihlde ripple, and shows that using COTS elements, a Tn LFM beamformer can be 
constructed, which satisfier many radar requirements. 

p 
The syxtem, which we analyze, comprises a transmit exciter, which is the UF input to a DSB electro-optic 
modulator. The optical signal is provided by a tunable laser. The signal then goes to an erbium doped fiber 
optical, an optical filter and is split to 20 subarrays. Each rubarray path has its o m  TTD device. The tme 
time delay is achieved via a WDM device, where by varying the optical frequency, a different path length 
(time delay) is chosen. The time delays are thus discrete and are limited to the number achievable in today's 
WDMr (>IO0 channels). 7he WDM was chosen as the hue time delay device rather than dispersive fibers, 
because it is inherently less temperahre sensitive than dispersive optical fibers and avoids the problem of 
amplitude fading. It also suffen h - o m  much less amplitude and phase ripples relative to Bra= gratings. The 
signal is then sent for direct detection by a photodiode at the input of each subarray. In receive, we assume 
either digital or analog beamforming (Fig. 1). 

The next section analyzes the dirtonion caused by the optical components in the Tn beamformer on an LFM 
pulse. Optical componenu were shown in previous works to have an equivalent RF transfer function [3]. 
The analysis then becomes idenfical to thd of the equivalent RF filter applied to the LFM pulse as we now 
demonstrate. AnLFMsignal i sdefmed E ( t ) = ~ o r ( o . t + B I 2 T f ' ) r e c ~ t I T ] .  whereBis the to ta l  bandwidth 

oflhe signal and T i s  the pulse length At time I, , o, =a. + ( B /  T)I, . As is well known 141, there is  an 
exaa mapping between instanmeous frequency and time in the pulse. Therefore. if the LFM pulse goer 
through a non-linear device, it will produce harmonics but not intermodulatianr--a mitigating factor. The 
Fouriertransform of E(I) isappproximatelyE(o)u exp(-iTIZB'(o-o,)'rect[(o~w.)/B]for 
BTf2n>100. Afler transversing an UF filter o f the  form H ( o )  = A(a)exp(i+(o)), the output E-field 
becomes 

E=.(o)u  A(o)exp(-iTIZB(o -ma)' +f$(o))rect[(o -o.)/BI 

E-@,) IA(o)exp(-;Tl2B(o-o.) '  +;~(o))exp(iol,)re~t[(a-a.)iBJda 
M 

.M 

(1) 
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Since the phase offhe integral in (I) will be oscillating rapidly, the mcthod ofrtationwf phase [41 Can be 
appliedifasta,ion~pointisfound. Thiswill occurwhen a ( ( - T 1 2 B w ’ + w t , ) l ~ = O ,  w, -1,BmiW. 

mder the as~um~ci~athat ((0) is arlowly varyulgfunction relative to T/ZB(o-o . ) ’  . The dominant 
contnburion to integral (1) i s  then found by cvalualing the integrand at this single point., 
and 

E, (ti) I A(*.., )cos(o.t, tBI2Tt :  +Ko.,))rect[fll 

(2) 

The signal then undergoes weighted matched filrpr pmcessing (or dechirp processing). The magniNde of 
the ripples in A(o)and ((0) define what resolution and sidelobe level are achievable by the imaging System. 
We now apply similar analysis to the optical l i d .  The LFM signal is assumed 10 be double sideband 
modulated. The electtical optical field comprises a Component at the optical carrier GpqUenCY Or , the W O  

sidebands due to the RF signal at frequencies o~ to*, and a series ofharmonics a1 frsquencieso~ * noy 

For small modulation depth. m, when the modulator is used in the linear region, the hmonics  are usually 
negligible and small signal analysis cm be applied. The ourput oplical intensity (pmpottional to RF currenl) 
depends on the mixing of the carrier and the fundamental. Alternatively, ifthe signal is at a high enough 
frequency (6 CHI and higher), Q R S ~  day optical Blten have narrow enough bandwidths 10 filler 0°C the 
harmonics and the same analysis c m  be used. Orhenvise, for higher modulation indices, the phase and 
amplitudo fluclvations ofthe RF transfer function increase 8s the intensity depends on the summation ofthe 
mixing of the harmonics spaced ow wan. Initially, we assumed an LFM signal traveling through an opucal 

filter ofconitant amplitlidc with only phase ripple, H(o,,) = exp(icp(o-,)), and used ma l l  signal analysis 
I t  has been $how” that [31 for small m, 

I(i,)..K(m)’re(en~m_,(o, +BIT’f, )).co&o,t+B/T*t,’ +Owc(oo +B/T*ti)] 

m*&np)= (W. +o.,)+rp(w. -ou,)-2lp(oc))i2 
e,,iw.J= k o . + o , , ) - d 4 - o a r ) ) / 2  

(3) 
EquationZcannowbedircctlyappliedwithA(o)=~o~(O_io)),and~(o)=m,(o). K(m),theampliadc 

ofIheoutputintensilyisafuncrionofrhcmodulationdepth.~~n 0-(2$,, + S l T * l ,  ) - n i 2 ,  f(r,)=o. 
This is the well known phenomenon known in analog transmission ofamplitude fading and occurs with 
devices of large constant dirpenio+i.e. dispersive Sben. Although there have been atlempll lo solve this 
pmblem with single sidcband modulation, rhc RF transfer function then bccomer directly dependent on the 
optical phare which is problematic. AIS of interest is how the system reacts to rinmidal Qpe ripples found 
in optical devices such as Bragg gratings. In the dechirping processing ofthe LFM Signal, these ripples will 
affect the ovlput temporal impulse rerponse[5]: slow fluetliations of the phase error (with rcspe~t to the pulse 
bandwidth) will broaden the impulse response, while relatively fait sinusoidal fluctuations (B>2P) raise the 
ridelobe level. The number of cycles per pulse width for fast iinuoidal fluctuations does not affect lhe 
sidelobe level-nly the position of the sidelobe relalive to the main lobe. When the optical filler hss an 
amplitude epple, H(o,,) = D(oop,)exp(icp(om,)), thc situation is more complex but c m  be handled with 
similar analysis using the equations found in [6] 

Simulation and Measurement 
Anumerical simulation to chcck these results was done in a general way, including accurate modeling of the 
modulator and the optical channel, as w d l  as the imaging algorythm. 
As an example, a DSB optical link was simulated incorporating an Optical device with transfer function 

with C ranging fmm 2 to 8 dcgrees ,and A=.O28, ( t 2 5  dB ] w s  sitnulared ssuming an RF LFM input for 
B=4P, B,,B. = n i l  . The distorted signal is  then correlated with the ini t ial  LFM pulie and compared to the 
ideal impulse ‘euponse with a wcighled filter designed Io giw -40 dB sidelobes. Figure 2 shows <hc peak 
ridclabe IcveI ofthe LFM pulse for both modulation depths af0.l  and I .  In the case ofthe higher 
modulation, we did not filter out the harmonics. The impulse respome deteriorates slightly with higher 
modulation deplh, but for many analyser, a ~mll signal analysis would probably be a good smning point 
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even for a modulation depth of I .  The results were then compared 10 a ~imulalion using Equalion 2. The 
error in computing the peak sidelobe ofthe impulse response using the transfer function was always less than 
0.5 dB for sinisuidal phare fluctuations with amplitude less than 8 degrees. Because of the deterioration of 
the impulse response and also the deterioration ofthe spatid peltem, that occur even for small optical phase 
ripple. we determined that WDM devices which have insignificant phase ripple have an advanfage over 
l T D  devices such as Bmgg gratings and was used in our experimental lest set-up. 

As a 'ypical COTS cxamplc, thc optical link with the WDM TTD dcvico was built for a single channel and 
the RE amplitude and phase ripple was mcuurcd for three optical frequencies (around ISSO nm) over a I 
GHz bandwidth at C band. The optical amplitude ripple was on the order of 0.25 dB and the phase ripple on 
the order of3 degrees for all three optical frequencies. The RF impulse response derived from there errors 
has a I sf sidelobe o f 4 0  dB. However, by calibrating out the modulator and the photodectar, we could 
determine that the Spple i s  not from the optical but rather lhe WO and OE components and c m  probably be 
improved by choosing better adjustled modulator and photodiode. 

The availability oferbium amplifiers and the abilityforthe transmit LFM beamformer to use high 
modulation index, improves the loss ofpicsent day links by many tens of dBs. For instance, assume the 
previoualy mentioned phased array with 20 subarrays. We now analyle the loss ofthe optical beamformer 
"sing COTS dements for high modulation deph. The opiical input aRer the modulator was assumed 10 be 
4 dBM. The signal is then amplified via an €FDA amplifier with 30 dB gain, (26 dBM output power) and 
split into 20 ( I3 dB) . The optical loss in the TTZ device i s  assumed 7 dB. The oulput signal i s  directly 
dctectedviaaphotodiodc.. U~ingtheformula P,, =mi *.5*( 'RPr) 'R, ,  where 'R is  theresponsivityof 
the diode (0,BAmpAVatf) and R., i s  the ~sistor  on mccivc (SO ohms). the fetal effective loss i s  cnlsulated as 

x P , , w  l P _ ~ _  with e.w =the oufpu! RF power from the i-th photodetector, and Pw- =the inputRF 

power into the modulator. For the above, the total effective IDES i s  calculated to be I5 dB, approaching 
Y ~ U S S  which are acceptable in phased arrays. If the link could only work in the linear region usually with 
m<<O.I, the link loss would be at least 20 dB lower. Morever, since every optical dB translates to double in 
the electrical domain, the presence ofthe €FDA i s  ofmajor importance, reducing system loss by ~everal 10s 
ofdBs. Thc advantages ofworking with high moduladon index and an erbium amplifier, when feasible, are 
immediately apparent. 

- SIN 
The signal to noise ratio for an amplified analog link is  defined as [7] 

LOSS 

,.110 

CNR= m'G'P',.C'12 

0' =(Ze(GP. +P,)C+~GP,P,,C'XIA~+P'..C' i 2 A f t i ' u l  +P'.G'C'RIN)*B 
where 
P. = inpufpowertooplicalamplificr, B =  bandwidth,i, =thermal ~ O ~ S C  currcnf spccual density 
P, =AS€ poweremitted by the amplifier i 2(G -1)hvAf.G = amplifier gain 

RIN = laser relative intenriry noise, C = Coupling Lo16 from the amplifier 10 the detctor 

0 2  

x = excess noise figure 

Af = optical filter aRei amp1ifier.m = modulation depth 
( 5 )  

The SIN depends on the square aftho modulation depth. Hcncc, the ability 10 work in the non-linear regime 
ofthe modulator is  critical. The term in the dcnominator of Equation ( 5 )  are, successively, the shot noise on 
the photodiode, the signal-spontaneous amplifier noise. [he ~ p ~ n l s n e ~ ~ ~ - i p ~ n l a n e ~ u r  amplifier noise, the 
thermal noise and the P J N  of the laser. The SM attributable to thermal noise decreases with decreasing 
optics1 power a$ lip:, while the S M  dependence on the shot noise dccreascs 8s IIP.. The SIN attributable 
to the signal spontaneous noise and the RM will dominate for amplified linlw. The total SIN was calculated 
theoretically for ~everi l  RMs of the laser and varying optical input power 10 t h ~  amplifier for a I MHz 
bandwidth and the optical heamformer for the phased array defined above, Fig. 3. When the SIN of the link 
in the previous section was mearured, the results quite well correspondcd to the theorctical ~ a b ~ l a t i ~ n ~ .  In 
general, the SIN was better than 80 dBIMHz, which mecu many 6ystcm spccifications. 
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Conrluslons 
Using COTS elements, i t  is s h o w  that in transmit, a1 the level of sub-ys, photonic beamfomers lire 
approaching rhe level where they can be implemented in real system. 
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